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1. Intro

Frascati station, 2007Starting from 2007 through FAI visits and post-doc:

1. Crystal channeling tasks

2. Electromagnetic wave channeling tasks

3. And something more

More than 10 papers in English and Russian, a lot of 
reports at “Channeling” conferences.



2. Crystal channeling

Types of planar motion in bent crystal
Crystal channeling tasks (theory and simulations):

1. Quantum channeling theory

2. Planar channeling in bent crystal

3. Inelastic nuclear interactions at planar channeling

4. Beam deflection by miscut surface

5. Spherically bent crystal? (unfinished study)



3. Quantum channeling simulations

At the general topic: “Dynamics of 
bound state populations for channeled 
electrons/positrons at BTF conditions” 

Results:

1. Spectrum of bound states at planar 
channeling.

2. Populations of bound states at different 
incident angles.

3. Dynamics of populations while the 
beam propagates along the crystal.



4. Planar channeling in bent crystal
Classical channeling theory: trajectory modeling. Results summary in:

- It looks, this is one of most 
comprehensive paper on the 
simulations of channeling in 
bent crystal.

- Our work includes 
trajectories determination, 
dechanneling and volume 
reflection, divergent beams 
etc.



5. Beam tracking: NSBC code

The code “Nuclei scattering in bent 
crystal”:

1. Tracking of beams with arbitrary 
initial phase space distribution 
through the bent crystal. 

2. Determination of angular 
distribution of scattered 
protons/nuclei.

3. Phase space modeling.

4. Multi-pass and collimation studies.

5. Multi-crystal systems.



6. Inelastic nuclear interactions (INI)

Beam fraction (top estimation) can be lost due to INI at different 
cut-off angles qb as the function of crystal orientation angle

Multi-turn model for beam passage approriate for beam collimation studies.

- INI simulations at beam passage in the bent crystal (between beam protons/nuclei and 
crystal nuclei).
- Beam particles “feel” different crystal nuclei density in average depending on their motion 
mode (channeling, quasichanneling, volume reflection) => INI probability depends on crystal 
orientation (CO, UAO, VRO).



7. Beam deflection by miscat surface

- The idea: Particles (3) moving along miscut surface are deflected outward the surface due 
to successive kicks provided by single-plane fields (A) forming the staircase structure.

The question: How effective this kind of deflection could be?
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